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The Boiling Phenomenon
B. Sedler*

U niversfty of Stellenbosch

Two-phase FlowGrisis

An analytic model of the flow boiling crisis in annular flow ( at hish vapour quality ) and own expqrimental
results of Freon 2 I are presented in the paper. The model is based on the analysis of the film drying process
on the channel wall, thus expressing the mass balance of both thefilm and the core by means of dffirential
equalions. The solution of these equations conlains the parameters delermined experimentally since
theoretical predictions are not possible at this stage.
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Nomencladure

C parameter in the mass transfer equations
c concentration of droplets in the flow core
D mass flux of deposition
d non-dimensional mass flux of deposition d - D/G,

channel diameter
E mass flow of entrainment
e non-dimensional mass flux of entrainment e - EIG
G mass flux of the main flow
g non-dimensional mass flux of the main flow
K parameter in the mass transfer equations
k mass transfer coefficient
p pressu-re
r latent heat of vaporization

S non-dimensional constant S _ Yz"
2x,,

+

t non-dimensional parameter t - *,,+
2",

V non-dimensional specific volume V - 
vL

VG

specific volume
steam quality
parameter
longitudinal co-ordinate
non-dimensional longitudinal co-ordinate
heat flux
non-dimensional heat flux

Greek symbols

p specific density
o surface tension
It dynamic viscosity
v kinematic viscosity

Subsuipts

c droplet in the core; core
E entrainment; equilibrium
D deposition
F film
G gas
j flow core
cr boiling crisis, critical state
L liquid
o beginning of the annular flow, channel diameter

Introduction

The boiling crisis phenomenon occurs in different technical
devices, e.g. in nuclear reactors, steam generators and refrigera-
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tion evaporators. In the case of the high parameters equipment
with two-phase vapour-liquid flow (boiling nuclear reactors,
steam generators) the boiling crisis may result in serious damage
due to the burn-out of the steam channels. In the low para-
meters steam generators, e.g. working on low-boiling media, the
crisis diminishes the heat transfer intensity and is not desirable
for technical reasons. Such generators are of increasing interest.
Besides in refrigeration technology, they are used in utilizing the
waste heat of chemical processes and will probably be applied in
the new geothermal or solar plants with turbines working on
low-boiling media.

Boiling is generally characterized by a high heat transfer coef-
ficient, so that a large heat flux can be sustained at a fairly low
temperature difference between the heat transfer surface and the
boiling fluid. However, if attempts are made to increase the heat
flux beyond a certain level, the nature of the boiling process
changes radically and the heat transfer coefficient drops dra-
matically. This limiting heat flux is known as the "critical heat
flux - CHF" or as "burn-out" 17,l0]. Numerous investigations
performed in the last decade were concerned with the mecha-
nism of the boiling crisis and the methods of its prediction.
Satisfactory solutions of this very complex problem have not

yet been obtained. Practically no comprehensive analytic
studies of the boiling crisis phenomenon exist, except for some
simple models. As a substantial number of data does now exist,
mostly for water, empirical or semi-emperical soiutions [, 15,

251, as well as a solution based on an annular flow model 16, 9-
13,26-291 were established, these solutions being applicable to
any fluid . -

Another criterion of dry-out as a limit of mist flow in up-
stream approach [ 8] can be very useful in establishing the scal-
ing law for the modelling of the CHF in drop-annular flow.

A general review on recent work in this field is provided for
example in [ 7] and [241. In this paper an analytic model of the
boiling crisis at high vapour quality and the author's investiga-
tions of that phenomenon are presented. The model employs the
analysis of the film dry-out process on the wall which allows
lormulation of the differential equations of mass balance in the
film and the core. The solution of these equations contains the
parameters which are determined experimentally, since their
theoretical prediction involves serious ditficulties.

The theoretical model of the flow boiling crisis

The analytic model of flow boiling crisis in annular flow (at high
vapour quality) is presented below. The model is based on the
Harwell annular CHF model 1261. The Harwell model based on
the film dry-out process involves a complex computer proce-
dure, but gives fairly good results for water and other media,
e.g. Freon l2,Fig. 1,2[9].In this paper the basis of an analytical
model of the boiling crisis at high vapour quality and the
author's investigations of that phenomenon are presented [20-
24l.Let us consider the two-phase annular flow of mass flux G
in a circular channel of internal diameter ds. The liquid film
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In order to solve the set of equations (la, b) the fluxes d and e
must be known. It was assumed
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Figure 2 - Dryout in Freon-l2llow, atter [9]

covers the channel wall, and the vapour with suspended droplets
of liquid, flows in the core, Fig. 3. The beginning of the annular
flow pattern is assumed to be known and from that point the
mass balance starts. As a criterion of the CHF the film dry-out
on the wall is assumed; however, recent investigations [ 9]
suggest film breakdown into rivulets rather than its entire
evaporation. For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that the
crisis occurs at a film flow-rate equal to zero. This simplification
was justified in l2l, 2zl.The mass flux of evaporation from the
liquid film due to the wall heat flux e, is equal to q/r. This pro-
cess is accompanied by the droplet entrainment from the film
surface E and the droplet deposition onto the film surface D.
The "flashing" terms [28] are not considered as secondary
effects.

In accordance with the assumed model, the elementary mass
changes of the film and the core are:

where K and C are the parameters not exactly defined at the
moment. This assumption differs from the Harwell model, but
according to 12, 3,5, 8, 14,291, experiments show that the
dimensionless deposition coefficient is a function of the concen-
tration of entrained droplets and the rate of entrainment is pro-
portional to the liquid film flowrate and to the gas velocity, Fig.
(4, 5). These relations are also expressed by eqs. (2,3a).

According to 126l the deposition mass flux rate d may be
expressed by

where k is the mass transfer coefficient and c, signifies the con-
centration of liquid within the core and may be determined after
[ 3], as

d_Il
G

c,_ l-*.,
' (l - x,) v.- + Xj V,

Steam quality within the flow core

(3b)

(4)

is defined as follows:

GGxj:
GGF

(la) Ih. general formula describing the mass transfer coefficient k is
given in l2l I as

l-ge Be

I -Br
(5)

+_4(d e+q*)
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Figure 4 - Correlation ol deposition coefficient by dimensionless re-
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Rearranging equations (10a, b) one obtains the first-order non-
linear differential equation for the film mass flux
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According to Hewitt [ 3], and Whalley et al [26], it was recog-
nised that the annular flow pattern exists at a steam quality
equal to 0,01 and if the share of the film flow is about 0,01 of the
total mass flow-rate of the liquid phase. However the most re-
cent results [9], show that for high-pressure water-steam flow
the annular flow conditions occur of xo : 0,05. For the higher
steam qualities at the onset of annular flow, equation (l l) takes
the following form:

g.V+(l ge g.)

k_c-$fr Br BJ"
where

(6)

1*c _ (X., x.) z*
-2,,

(12*)

(13*)

(15*)

where Cn is a function of the fluid properties and the two-phase
characteristics (uo, Fc, T, p' v, d. ...) and ffi, D are not exactly
known exponents*.

Combining equations (2), (3a, b), (4) and (6) one finds

8r)"d-c;

YZ,,

gr( I 8e

grv.+(l +gn gJvo

where C; _ C-ftJ^ dl' (9)

Then from equation ( I a, b), (7) and (8) a set of nonlinear differ-
ential equations describing the dimensionless mass fluxes within
the film and the core is obtained

*For small dropletS do

and other quantities remain unchanged.
Equation (l l) or (l l*) cannot be solved analytically and,

hence, a numerical method was used. As a result the function of
the critical steam quality x., vs the non-dimensional co-ordinate
Yr* for selected values of K, n and V was obtained. The results
are shown in Fig. 6. For the sake of comparison the results of the
analytic solution of the simplified form of equation (l l) with the
assumption of n _ I and V = 0 are presented in Fig. 6. The
above simplifications allow direct determination of the steam
quality in the cross section of crisis (where the film disappears)
as a function of non-dimensional co-ordinate of boiling Yz., (or
Yz ,r)-

8e
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data lor Freon-2l (dn : 0'008 rl, p : 5,5, 10,6' 15,0 bar)

were determined from the experiments with Freon 2l so that the
following formula for Y d. was obtained.

652
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The critical vapour quality xcr as predicted by equation ( l6)

and (19) is compared to experimental results in figure 9. It fol-
lows that 74% of the experimental points lie within the error of
plus minus l0% and all of them within plus minus 25% error.
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Figure 10 - Experimental results of the boiling crisis investigations ot
Freon-l2, l4l, p - 10,6 bar, do : 0,0053 m: C G _ 710kghl.s,
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kg/m2s, (...) after l4l, (-) eqn (16)
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Figure 11 - Experimental results ol the boiling crisis investigations of
Freon-12,J41, p - 10,6 bar, do : 0,0085 m: O G - 510 kg/m2s,
tr G _ 670 kg/ln's, A G _ 1020 kg/m2s, O - G _ 2030

kg/m2s; (...) afier [4], (-) eqn (16)

The comparison of the experimental results for Freon 2l and
Freon 12

For the sake of comparison the predictions after the model
described here were carried out for the experiments with Freon
l2 performed by Stevens, (after t4]).The results, shown in Figs.
l0- l 2 are in very good agreement with the experiments, particu-
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STEAM -ITATER AT 20 BAR . MASS FLUX
= 1000 kg/nzs . TUBE DIAMETER =0, 0lm
HEAT FLUX : 580 kW/nz
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where K assumes similar values as before and is also
assumed to be equal to 20.

The comparison of the experimental results of Freon
l2 with the predictions made after equation ( l6) with
regard to equation (20) shows most ol the points lying
within error limits of plus minus l5%.

Entrainment and deposition rates

Another important fact appears from analysing equa-
tion (2) and (3a) with experimental results for K.

From (2) and (3a) it follows
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Figure 12- Experimental results ol the boiling crisis investigations of
Freon-l2, l4l, P - 10,6 bar, do : 0,0161 m: O G _ 510 kg/m2s,
n - G :770 kg/m.s, A - G _ 1020 kg/m2s; (...) after [4], (-)

eqn (16)

larly at lower mass fluxes. In the experiments mentioned above
the mass flux G and the tube diameter do varied and the pressure
was kept constant. The relevant formula for Y for Freon 12
takes the florm.
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where K can be assumed as about 20 and g.o/guo ^/ 0,01
(according to Hewitt tl3l).

then
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THERMODYNAMIC OUALITY
Figure 13 - Galculations of local parameters in evaporating llow with
dryout and subsequent post-dryout region (UKAEA Harwell/Univer-

sity ol Oxford), after [29]

Conclusions

Present annular flow models are based primarily on the Harwell
model 126-29). The calculations are made by combining two fun-
damental relationships for annular flow: the "triangular" rela-
tionship and the "interfacial roughness" correlation, [0]. How-
ever, although the models have been very successful, they
depend on correlations for entrainment rate, deposition and
interfacial friction. The current research is focused on this field.

The author's model of CHF in annular flow based on a simple
assumption concerning entrainment and deposition rates
(e - g. and d N g.) gives a simple analytical solution similar to
recent empirical correlations (Silvestri, after t4l). These assump-
tions are in agreement with most recent results [3, 5, 12, 29].

The correlations established for K and Y [equations ( l9),
(20)l are, presently specific for each medium.

It is hoped that further theoretical and experimental research

which is a local value at the beginning of annular flow and cor-
responds fairly well with the last results of the calculation of e
and d rates, Fig. 13, [291. It can also be seen that the local
entrainment to the deposition rate becomes less in the axial
direction toward CHF point which is in agreement with the
assumed model and was previously indicated by Hewitt, [13].
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will result in a more precise identification and determination of
these parameters and, possibly, d general relationship valid for
different media will be produced.
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crack growth rates observed
in the latigue testing of fillet

welded joints
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Introduction

Cracking was observed in a small number of all-welded steel
fans. used extensively in the power generation industry for the
supply of air to, and extraction of gases from, boilers in coal-
fired power stations, and for ventilation purposes in mines.
These fans operate at around 700 rpm, and in a year of continu-
ous operation, can experience in excess of 300 million cycles.
The cracking was shown to initiate by fatigue, typically from
balance pad welds, and in one particular instance [1]led to cata-
strophic failure. Initially, the balance pads were regularly stitch
welded in position, but it was thought that this gave rise to a
large stress concentration at the weld root. The procedure was
therefore revised, such that the corners of the balance pad were
rounded, a local pre-heat of 150 'C was applied, and the weld
was made continuously around the attachment.

However, the Welding Institute Design Rules [2] for welded
steeljoints indicate that both these weld details would be classi-
fied as "G" type joints and could therefore be expected to have
the same fatigue strength. Accordingly, a test programme was
initiated in order that the fatigue strength of the two details
could be experimentally determined. Specimens simulating both
types of welding were supplied lor the initial test wort [:1.

The results of these tests indicated that the revised procedure
for balance pad welding would only have an improved fatigue
strength if there were no undercut defects at the weld toe. In the
presence of weld toe undercut, the endurance limit of the con-
tinuous welds would be the same (50 MPa) as the stitch type
welding. (The deleterious effect of weld toe defects on fatigue
strength was demonstrated as early as 1960 [4]; more recently, a
stress concentration factor of up to 27 was calculated for an
undercut defect at the toe of a non-load-carrying fillet weld t5l).

As described in a companion paper to this [6], continuously
welded specimens that had been dressed, either by grinding or
by peening, were supplied for testing. The results of these tests
clearly demonstrated the advantages of using these cost-effec-
tive mechanical dressing techniques. It was further observed
that, if the dressing had been carried out correctly, the crack
initiation site was removed from the weld toe to the weld root.

This experimental test programme was therefore aimed at es-
tablishing the l0 million cycle endurance limit of non-load-car-
rying fillet welds, and evaluating the effects of weld procedure
and post-weld dressing techniques on this endurance limit. (The
l0 million cycle endurance limit is defined as the highest stress
range at which crack initiation did not occur for a given set of
specimens.) As outlined above, it was essential to complement
the results of the endurance limit testing with a macro-flracto-
graphic examination of the specimens. In the initial series of
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**Chief Director. The National Institute lor Materials Research (NIMR) at the
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tests this indicated the necessity for post-weld mechanical dress-
ing so that the preferential crack initiation sites at the weld toe
would be removed to the weld root and in the tests on the
ground and peened specimens, determination of the crack in-
itiation site indicated whether or not this dressing had been ef-
lectively carried out.

Additionally, in order to evaluate the effect of the weld on the
initiation and subsequent growth of a fatigue crack in these
welded details, the crack tip stress intensity factor had to be
calculated. The alternating stress intensity was then plotted
against the rate of crack propagation in the conventional log-
log form and compared to data obtained from the literature for
similar tests. However, in order to evaluate the crack tip stress
intensity and the crack propagation rate, it was necessary to
either monitor the crack depth and shape throughout the tests.
or to mark the crack front at various stages during the tests.

Experimental

All specimens were tested under four point bending conditions,
since this simulated the operating conditions more accurately
than direct tension loading. A 100 kN Amsler Vibrophore fitted
with a Howden load controller was used for all tests, and start-
ing frequencies of between 120 and 140 Hertz were achieved.

Following the catastrophic failure of a fan during service [],
an extensive series of long term strain gauge tests were carried
out on a operating fan. These results [7] indicated that the mean
service stress was I 50 MPa, and the cyclic stress range under
normal operating conditions was generally below 20 MPa, but
could, in certain circumstances, exceed 30 MPa by a small
amount. (These fans are in fact designed such that the only ap-
preciable dynamic stresses that occur are those experienced dur-
ing start-stop cycling).

Accordingly, each specimen was subjected to 50 000 start-
stop cycles, with a stress range of 150 MPa, about a rnean stress
of approximately 7 5 MPa. These load cycles are intended to
simulate the start-stop cycling experienced by the fans during
dynamic balancing, as well as the other start-stop cycles that
may be imposed on the fan during operation. Although it has
been pointed out by the manufacturers that this number of
start-stop cycles is well in excess of that experienced by a fan in
typical service, there were no instances of crack initiation in any
of the thirty eight specimens due to this initial loading sequence.

The mean stress was then increased to 150 MPa, and the stress
range decreased to 60 MPa (40 MPa in the case of the stitch
welded specimens), and the Amsler Vibrophore was set to run
for l0 million loading cycles (or approximately 22hours of con-
tinuous testing). In the event of any fatigue crack initiation, the
specimen compliance increases, thereby decreasing the test fre-
quency and the machine is stopped automatically. If crack in-
itiation did not occur within this first period of l0 million load-
ing cycles the stress range was increased by l0 MPa; this
incremental increase in stress range was repeated every l0 mil-
lion cycles until crack initiation was observed.

In addition to using the lrequency monitoring module in the
Howden load controller, crack initiation (and subsequent prop-
agation) was monitored using a direct current potential drop

Figure 1 - The potential drop probe and constant current input posi-
tions on the test samples
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(DCPD) sJ/stem contpristng a Gould cclttstrtnt cLlrrent sr,rpplv

:rpcl a high resolurtion Fluke digital voltmeter. Tirc potentiai
drop was measLu'ed by spot r,r,eldir-rg pairs ol'Nichrolre i,vires on

e ither side of the expected crack initiation sites. the cLlrl'cllt lcads

were mcchanically attached to the speciruen remote lr onl the

*,eld (see figurc 1 ).

Ip order to correlate the potentiarl drop zitrd lrcquenc!
changes lvith crack advartcenteltt. thc crack f'ront was nrarkcd at

intervals dr-rring the propagation. Initiall,,,'this tvits carricC otrt

b), l',eat-tintin_s (10 minutes at 50(-) 'C ). rvhich resulted in variotts

tenrper-coloLlrs on the fi'acture surt-acc. Horvever it was found
that a particular specimen could onl1,' be heat-tinted at tttost

f our tirnes, otherwise it was tounC diltrcult to distinguish the

earl),crack shapes. Specinrens \\,'ere therefore subjected to load

changcs during the propa-uation stage. this giving characteristic
"beach marks" on the fracture sr.rrlace. In order to produce a

ciear beachmark. it is necessar\ to increase or decrease the stress

range significantly, but maintain a constatut maximum stress.

Such a change in the loadin-s conditions inevitably -eave rise ttl a

change in the operating frequency' of'the system: this compli-
catedthe correlation betrveen frequenc\/ chan-qe and crack depth

somewhat. (Obviously. if beach marks arc to be produced by

redr-rcin-e the stress ran-qe. it is necessary to rnonitor-the p.d. tcl

ensure that some crack ertension has occurred ).

In the case of the drcssed rvelds. it wus seen that the crack

initiation site rvas removed lrom thc weld toe to the weld root.
i.e. the crack initiation became subsurface. Furthermore, the

crack propzlgation occurred on differcnt f ronts. only establish-

ing the semi-elliptical equilibrium crack shape across these sep-

arate fronts after some considerable crack extensic-rn had oc-

curred. Accordin-ely. the tests on the ground and peened welds

Figure 2-Crack initiation from (a) the weld root and (b) the weld toe
in the stitch welded samples, magnification 5 x
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\\el'c tcrrninatecl at diflcrent stel-ue:; (l'c,r cratnple. one alter l0
nrillion crclcs arfier initiution had oc(lLtrrccl. t-rllc lrf'tcr' 2 nlillion
cvclcs rrl'rer initizrtion. and onc imrncdiatclv al-ter initiation).
Thus tirc firtigLts- crock front coLlld be sccn at thc drlicrent stages.

arrcl thc t;-llicarl crack proplt-uettic'ln path \l,'ils cstablished.

Results

Prt'.f crt'rtIicti cruck inititrtirtrt .site,s

Cruck gl'oin,th gcnerally occLrrred olt both sidcs ol'the stitcli
r,velclecl attachnrent. and initiation typically occtrt'red aI thc rc;ot

ol thc .,i cld. at the corncr of the balance pild. as shorvn in figLrre

l(a). However. there were sorre itrstances of crack initiation
firont tltc weld toe due to unclercutting. as sholn in figure 2(b).

ln the caisc.s of u,cld root initiation, thc prefcrred crarck patl-r

throrigir tire- rvcld nrc'tzrl was inclined at lttt iinglc tclrvards tire

ccntrc- of the attachrnent. but ers the cracks gi'cu'into thc main

load cal'",i1g plate. the grorvth becatne ltorntal tc-r the- platc sur-

face. This growth pattern has been noted elsevihere [5].
In the trndressed continur-rusly welcled specimens. initiation

occLlrrcd at- the weld toe in all cascs, and crtrckin,e only occurred
on one side of the attachment. It rvas seelt that a high initiation
strcss l'ange (100 MPa or greater) was required in the absencc ol
3ny unclercut at the weld toe. The ll'acturc sut'faces ttf these

specilnens shorved multiple initiation points at the weld toe. as

shon,ir in ligure 3(a). Such "ratchet ntat'kings" are inc'licative of
a reiativelv lorv stress concelltrartion. all the way 0rollntl the

rveld".rs opposed to a v'crl'y high but localised stress concenti-a-

tion at an unclercut defect. The liacture surt'fitces of the speci-

ntens thart recorded lor.v endLrrance limits (iess tlran 80 MPa)
indicatcci that initiation had occllrred at arn undcrcut dcf ect at
the vveld toe, ns shorvn in figure 3(b).

In the groLlncl and pec-red specimens. initiation ty'pically'oc-
crrrred at the rveld root. as shoivn in figui'e 4(a). Holvever. if the

u,elcl had bcen insuflicientlv dressed. initiation cottid still ocrcLlr

Flgure 3 - Crack initiation in the continuous welds from (a) multiple
points along the weld toe and (b) from an undercut defect, magnifica-
tion 5 x
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Figure 4 - Crack initiation from (a) the weld root and (bi the welcl ice
in the dressed specimens, magnification 4 x

from u,eld toe defects, &S shown in figure -l{ti ) }n soilc iit-
stances. thti-eue crack initiation occurred at tlrc edge oi- tirc- rnairr
loitd-carrying plate remote Irom the rvelci. t Tire s1;e cint.-'rrs hat-i

been flame cut. and the sidcs were not nrachiireci trclor,: te-sting).
It lias been show'u [8] thnt micro-crrlcking clln rcsult il't-,nr rli'rl
high cluality gas cLrttirr-9: the c'ffectivcncss ol tir,: nreclianicui
dressin-q procedures \\'as nrost clearly'illustrated by'such cirses oi'
initiation relltote ft'om the u'cid.

Cruc'k shape developntatt

The results detailed in this section reler onl;'to the contirrr.lr)Lis
welds that were not dressed by grinding or pecning.This is due
to the- fact that the dressed welds show'ed nrultiple crack llropri-
gation paths, and subsurlacc initiation. This latter poir.tt corirpli-
cated the p.d. work, since, as the probe pairs have to strnrddlc thc
crack, the spacing had to be much greatcr lor these w'elds. coltsu'-
qLlentll'. the p.d. irrdicattions \\/crc less accLli'atc. Iii arlclititirr tlie
rveld root initiation u,ould sreatlv'cornpliciite thc calculatiolr ol-
the cyclic stress intensit\'. el'en il- the- changc' in c-ruck dcptits airri
len-eths across thesc- n-rultiplc crack fronts could havc bc,--ii cr iti-
trated. Thus these dressed specimcns ,,\,'cre not subicctcci to uit r

programmed load changes ilr order to mark successiv'c position:,
of the crarck lronts.

Instead. tlte typical crack path in thc -eround and peencci
spccifitens \\'?ls traced bv stoppin-u selecLed tc:;ts i.rl clifler-crrt
stltges l fter crutck in i tiation. lr nd fi-e u rc 5 is u :;chcil ll Lic l'cllrL-:;rn
tation of the crack propagatiolr pattern. Firstli. th.' crack initi-
ates at the root and propagates upwarcl to the :LrrlACe- o1' the
weld. Thereatfter. the crack propagatcs. on two Sc-|rurate {l'onts.

Figure 5 - Schc-niaiic represeniation of the stages in crack propaga-
tir:n in the groilnci and peeired specimens

(a) initiaticn frorn vreld root,
(h) ;rr +;:agatir-rr: uprvzrCs tc the surf ace crf the we!d.
(c) propagaiion dc',vnwa:'ds f:'oin iho side vreids anci

id) propagation downwards and across the main load bearing plate
(not to scale)

iicrr.n\\iIt'tls froitr thc nc'lris oi'i thc side- c-lfthc'balat'lce llacl, inLo
tirc lr-rati bu'iir irru pllate .

In clt'clei'tr) citlibrate'ii'tc'crack nreasurire 5yr51.-nts used in this
it',.tt-ii (itnti tt-t e-stititiite cl'ttck gr-ctw'th r-ates). it lvrts nc-cessal'\,tr-l
nrark the ct'ack ll't-rni ilt ','Lu'irrLlri stagc-s cluriltg prL)pa-qlrtion in tlic'
ir:sis oit Lh.- u:;-ivclrled specilneits. In the initial tests [3] this u,Lls

tJoitu- bt'ltcat tinting the sprecinren art thre'e or loul'stzrgcs dr-rring
tirc propagertitrl'i t)l-tltt-- cratck. Tht-'specirnens \\/el-e subsc-quentlt,
b:-ltch-lnilr-kcci. it)' citanging the tc-sI conditic-'r'rs. r'irther tharr
hezrt-tintcd. As vl'ill bc outlincd later. thc tc-chnique. although
t'ielcling usct-ttl inl'orrnittion. alsc-r aifected the ci'ack grovrith
lattes. It vi'ill b.'apprcciatcd tliat. in ctrder to prodrice zr distinct
:;:t'ic:; cf'bcachi-'iui'ks. tlte applieC strcs.s conditions have to lre
aiie r cci stiir:lIuiiiialli Tlius. u'hen chiinging lronr a high stre:;s
iiillgc ttl rt lr-rii sLt'L'ss rAitgL-. thtli'e \','ti:; sonte crlrck ret..trdation
f{t)\','ttvu-t'. ioi' titr- pr-lrposcs trl'this particular- invcstigation. thc
(;'cllttir'..1\ sntali) oi,erit-rad rctardzrticln cffccts on crack grow'th
l'lllcs rio ltot iiii\,r:- li significant rrLflucr]ee't)lt ihe rlverlrll results.

irigui-c 6(a) sl:r)\\'s thc data obtaincci in this test pro_srallute
ijll'ih,: chlttt::t in crlck tlr-pth (e) uith sur'facc- lc-ngth (lc). A
striiiglii iitre was b,:st-tittcti to tl"ris data r,r,ith a rcgrcssion cocfh-
r:ient cil-0.99. lJttr.icvcr'. ll'onr this hgurc it is apparent that csti-
niiiiiit-il tlie ci'atck lt'tt,Eth lor il crlick dcpth olJ.5 ntnr (lbl'e.\anl-
ple i cc)tlld gi'r'r.l tili ,.-l-ror-oi approximately,f0 nin-r. Additionally.
therr: i:; litiic- rl:-rtit lor snrall crack de-pths. and the best fit strai_eirt
iinc c'io.:s tlot llit:;s tltt'ougii Ihe origin. Figure 6(b) sirou,s the-

ci'lilrtsc iii er-ircl.- ris|)u-e t ratio (et,rc). irr relation to thc- change irr
l't'actjonltl crrick cle-pIlr (a t). This graph dc'rcs not shorv the sa]nte
line-at',.'lcile-ltdc-ilctl as figur-c 6(ti). but it should bc- noted thlrt thc
ei'i.lck:;hapc clut'itts thc initlal stagcs ol-prop'ragatior-r (lou'a, )c or
lou a t. oi' i'rotli) is strongly dc-pcndcnt olt thc initial.ing llail .

Hou'ev,:t'. lcr lt t gre;.ltcr thzrn iibout 0.5. the scattcr is rnuch
rr:tlrrcccl. zrs inclicrrtcd tr-,,tlic lincs envL-loping tlre clatii in figur-e
6(b ). Thi:; clcpc-nclcrrcc ol'the e Lrrlv crrack shapes on the initiating
llau ulst'r ricc()r-ults l't-:r'thc lirct that the bc-st fit linc- in frgure b(ti)
doc:; not piis:; tlirr';ugh thc origin.

Ir irlt-' t'ectr til)sr-r're,J bi i.l nLulber c'll- n'orkcrs [:;. 9-1-1] [hari
lirtlgr.lc ci'ili:kr u ill te ncl tr) rrn ccluilibriunr shzrpc clurins pl'()paga-
iir'rtt,'fhis cilc,--t \\l:; invcstigrttccl ir-t scvcl-ltl nLrtcril-rls [9]. ancl it
\\u.i :;ltou it tiiut althttii,ih tlic irrrtial grc-ru th patLcl'lt c-rl- the tri-
t!guc ct'riel.s \,\'el-e- ciclirrccl ir) the initiatins notclr. thu- qt'o\\'th
CLii'','c:i titi:lt''cn'Jr-ci to join l: cot'nllt()n (--r.lt'','c. l-t.\l :;ltL''t', lt iti figlrrc "
Thirs it it tri tic crpCCte'd thrit. lbi-thc ucldcd.santples undcr'
ini esiigatir;tr ltci'c. thc prclcrrccl crack propagatioii pziths w ill be
difl'erurrt. cluc to thc- ilill-crins initiating notch shaplc-s.
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Flgure 6 -
(a) The experimenlal results obtained lor lhe change in crack depth (a) wllh surlace length (2c)
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(b) The experimental resulls obtalned lor the change in crack aspect ralion with fractional crack deplh
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Figure 7 - A graphical represenlation ol the inlluence ol the initial
notch shape on the crack growth development, lhe numbers 3,8, 10
and 17 indicate starter notches with a small aspecl ratio; 7 and 12

indicate starter notches wlth a large aspect ratio (From [9])

Crack grov;th rates

The potential drop was monitored throughout each test, and
gave an indication of crack initiation, as well as the position and
the relative extent of the crack. The change in voltage, oS

measured for the continuous, undressed weld specimens, is plot-

P I) PROBE S

Figure 9 - A schematic illustration ol the potential drop probe posi-
tions at the weld toe, showing that reproducible electrical spacing
cannot be achieved (from [10D, nole that the weld shape has been

exaggerated lor clarity

ted against the crack depth in figure 8. It will be noted that there
is some scatter in these results, arising principally lrom the fact
that it is virtually impossible, even with a template, to have re-
producible electrical spacings [0].This is due to the nature of
the specimens, and the fact that the crack initiation site is at the
toe of the weld. The specimen surfaces are not smooth, and even
if reproducible probe spacing is achieved, one of the probes
rnust be attached to the weld as shown in figure 9. Thus, the
electrical spacing (which depends on the actual surface distance
between the contacts) will not necessarily be the same for two
probe pairs. In addition, if one pair of p.d. probes did not strad-
dle the initiation point, the potential drop did not change im-
mediately upon initiation. However, the data presented in figure
8 does indicate that, for cracks deeper than about 3 mm' the
change in the potential can be used to monitor the crack growth
rate, although exact rneasurements of crack growth rate are not
possible.

Initially [3] it was envisaged that the change in operating fre-
quency of the resonant fatigue test facility could be used to mon-
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itor crack growth. Again however, the method of marking suc-
cessive crack fronts affected these results, since a change in
operating stresses inevitably changed the operating frequency
(before any further crack advance occurred). The results that
were obtained for the heat-tinted specimens are shown in figure
10, and it will be noted that the change in frequency is plotted
against the normalised crack surface area (figure l0(a)), and
against the change in crack depth (figure 10(b)). This was done
since the frequency change is affected by the increase in speci-
men compliance, and it was considered that this would be a
function of the total uncracked area rather than the remaining
ligament (or crack depth). Thus, the results shown in figure
l0(a) were obtained by calculating the crack surface area, for
each stage in the crack propagation, by assuming the crack
shape to be semi-elliptical.

However, there is some considerable scatter in both these
graphs, and this is ascribed to small errors in the crack depth
and length measurements, and to the different initial crack
shapes in the different specimens. In addition, the fact that the
specimens were removed from the machine in order to be heat
tinted would have caused some variation in the operating fre-
quency of the resonant test facility. It is therefore ilear thit, in
order to establish the exact correlation between frequency
change and increasing crack depth or crack surface area, it will
be necessary to devise some way of marking the crack front that
does not entail changing the applied loading conditions, or re-
moving the specimen lrom the machine. Such a correlation
could possibly be achieved with a set of specimens that are
identical, with identical preferred crack propagation paths, and
stopping each test at a different stage after initiation. The differ-
ent crack surface area (or crack depth) in each specimen could
then be easily correlated with the observed change in frequency.
Unfortunately, it is doubtful that such a correlation would be of
much use in the fatigue testing of weldments!

Various solutions are available for the description of the
stress intensity factor (K) for a surface crack in a plain plate
specimen (defined here as Ko). These solutions I l, 12 and 13]

have the general form:-
Ke _ F(a/c) F(a/t) F(a/w) oJ-na (l)

where a is the crack depth, c the crack half-length, t is the plate
thickness and w is the plate width. Thus, the accuracy with
which the stress intensity at the crack tip can be calculated is
dependent on accurate measurements of crack depth and
length, which define the various correction factors F(a lc),F(alt)
and F(a/w).

However, these solutions obviously cannot be applied to
welded specimens, because of the additional stress concentrat-
ing effect of the weld, which will have a significant effect on the
early growth of the crack. Clearly, in order to lully assess the
fatigue life of weldments, it is irnportant to evaluate the stress
concentration and the stress distribution at the weld toe. Thus
finite element analyses have been performed [ 4-16] on speci-
men weldments in order to establish the magnification factor,
Mu such that the stress intensity of a surface crack, initiating
from a weld (K*) may be evaluated:

K*:M*Ko

o/g

Figure 11 - Variation of the magnilication factor with crack depth lor
various surlace crack shapes (from tl4l)

M to signily that they are magnification factors). However, Mo
will be srnall lor fatigue crack propagation under nominally
elastic stresses, and therelore can be ignored in most fatigue
situations [4].

O" is the complete elliptical integral of the first kind, more
often designated E*, and specific values of this parameter can be

obtained from standard tables U7), provided that the crack
depth (a) and the crack length (c) are know. However, the Weld-
ing Institute method is to treat M,, M, and Oo as a single overall
magnification factor, and values of this may be obtained direct-
ly from a graphical solution [4], reproduced here as figure I l. It
can be seen that in order to evaluate this magnification factor, it
is necesary to have accurate values for crack depth and length.

The original analysis [4] ol M* was subsequently revised in
order that it would cater for a wider range of weld sizes and plate
thicknesses [ 5, l 6]; however, all these analyses predicted that
the magnitude of M* decreases rapidly with increasing crack
depth. This is consistent with its definition, since this factor is
the difference in stress intensity for a surface crack in a plain
specimen compared to that in a welded specimen, as indicated in
equation(2). Thus, as the distance of the crack tip from the weld
increases, the stress concentrating effect of the weld is reduced.

Crack tip stress intensities and the corresponding rate of
change in crack depth were calculated for the specimens in
which the crack fronts were beach marked, and the results are
shown in figure 12. There does appear to be some scatter in these
results, but it must be indicated that, at these low crack growth
rates (less than l0 - 8 m/cycle), any error in measuring the crack
depths will be magnified on such a plot. Additionally, the me-
thod used to mark the successive crack fronts would give rise to
some scatter in the crack growth rates, since to produce a dis-

3l

Ht Ht

{,

(2)
The stress intensity solution proposed by the (UK) Welding In-
stitute U4- 16] was used in this test programme, and has the gen-
eral form:-

K* _ rt,t- Y# o iia (3)
oo

In equation (3), Mu is the correction for the stress concentratrng
effect of the weld toe, M, is a correction factor to allow for the
effect of a free surface at the crack mouth, M, is a correction
factor to allow for the presence of a free surface ahead of the
crack (or a finite thickness correction), and Mn rs a correctron
factor to allow for the crack tip plasticity, and is dependent on
the plastic zone size. (These factors have been given the symbol

o
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14, and it can be seen that the rate of change of surface length is
an order of magnitude greater than the rate of change of crack
depth. This is consistent with the semi-elliptical shapes devel-
oped in these specimens.

It was initially intended that the crack shape development
data (i.e. al2c versus alt or a versus 2c) would be used, in con-
junction with the change of potential drop with crack depth, to
estimate crack depths and crack lengths continuously durin,g
propagation. The crack tip stress intensity would then be calcu-
lated for these small increments of -erorvth (e.g. every trrV change
in potential), and this would yield a continuous daidN versus K
for a particular test. without changing the stress conditions to
mark the crack front.

However, as seen in figures 6 and 8. there wa,s some consider-
able scatter in the experimental correlations. In order to evalu-
ate the effect of this scatter on the proposed method of monitor-
ing the crack growth and continuously calculatin-e the crack tip
stress intensities, thrre potential drop readin-es obtained during
the testing of one particular specimen were used to ertrapolate
for values of crack depth. from fi-eure 8. For each potential drop
reading, three crack depths were obtained. correspondin_e to the
mean re,qression value, and the two outer limits of the experi-
mental scatterband. For each of these three crack depths. three
surface lengths were obtained fiom the e.xperimental data
shown in figure 6(a), and the stress intensity, of each of the nine
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Figure 12 - da/dN versus A K for beachmarked specimens, these
crack tip stress intensities were calculated lrom [14]

tinct beach mark, it was found necessary to either double or
halve the previous stress range. Thus, there could be sorne crack
retardation when changing from a high stress range to a low
stress range.

It can also be seen that the results obtained in this test pro-
gramme lie outside of the scatterband for cruciform joint speci-
mens, tested in air to validate the proposed stress intensity solu-
tion [4]. This is due to the fact that the tests reported here were
carried out under four-point bending, whereas the Welding In-
stitute performed their tests under direct tension. It will be re-
called from equation (3) that the stress intensity is evaluated
fiom both the crack depth, a, and the surface length, 2c. lt will
f urther be recalled that the fatigue crack shape is dependent on
the loading arrangement, and therefore the equilibrium shape
adopted under bending is different to that due to tensile loading.
Indeed, as shown in figure 13(a), under tensile loads the crack
aspect ratio (alc) tends to 1,0 as the fractional crack depth (alt)
increases. whereas the aspect ratio of a crack under bending
loads (figure 8(b)) tends to 0 as the fractional crack depth in-
creases. Although this is not expected to invalidate the stress
intensitl' factor calculation, it will cause a variability between
the stress intensity for the two cases of tension and bending fora
given crack depth and applied stress, since this is uniquely de-
firred by the specific values of a and 2c. Moreover, the rate of
change of crack depth (daidN), at a given crack depth, will be
dillerent tbr the two cases.

The method used for calculating stress intensities in fillet
u'elded specimens [4-16] only evaluates the conditions at the
deepest part of the crack. Solutions have been published [ 3] for
the stress intensity at the surface, but these are only valid for
plain plate specimens. Thus, the rate of change of surface length
(d2c7 dN) obtained in the present study was plotted against the
correspondin-q rates of change of crack depth (da/dN) in figure
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Figure 14 - The results obtained lor the rate ol change of crack depth
(da/dN) compared with the rate ol change of crack surtace length

(d2cldN)

possible defect shapes were evaluated. Thus, lor each potential
drop reading, three predicted values of crack growth rate
(da/dN) were calculated, and for each of these three growth
rates, three cyclic stress intensities ( A K) were evaluated. In ad-
dition, ol course, the "true" da/dN and A K were evaluated
from the beachmarked fracture surface. The results of this ex-
cercise, shown in figure 15, indicate that the scatter observed in
the correlation of potential drop with crack depth, and of crack
depth with crack length give significant errors in the evaluation
of the crack tip stress intensity. In figure l5 the three sets of data
are represented by different symbols, and for further clarity, the
"true" data point of each set is represented by a solid symbol.

However, the results obtained in the evaluation of da/dN and
A K from the beachmarked specimens gave sufficient infor-
mation for the purposes of evaluating crack growth rates, in this
particular investigation. Indeed, all the results described in this
paper were of considerable value in the investigation of the fa-
tigue behaviour of various fillet weld details. This experimental
test programme was aimed at establishing the l0 million cycle
endurance limit of non-load-carrying fillet welds, and evaluat-
ing the effects of weld procedure and post-weld dressing techni-
ques on this endurance limit. The identification of the crack
initiation sites indicated the need for weld dressing procedures
to be implemented, such that the weld toe profile was modified,
and the preferential crack initiation site was either removed or
placed in a state of compressive residual stress. This resulted in
fatigue cracks initiatin g at higher applied stress levels, remote
from the weld toe. Identification of the crack initiation site in
the dressed specimens served to indicate whether or not the
dressing had been effectively carried out. The evaluation of the
crack shape development was essential in the calculation of
crack growth rates and crack tip stress intensity factors. Thus,
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these macroscopic features could also be used, in a qualitative
manner, in the investigation of service fatigue failures.

Summary

This paper has reviewed the features observed in the macroscop-
ic examination of the fatique fracture surfaces of the specimen
weldments. These features were used to substantiate the results
obtained in the investigation of the fatigue behaviour of non-
load-carrying fillet welds, described in a companion paper [6].

It was shown that initiation typically occurs subsurface, at the
root of the weld, in the stitch welded samples although there
were some instances of crack initiation from the weld ends.

The presence of weld toe undercut in the continuous speci-
mens causes a drastic reduction in the fatigue strength of this
weld detail. In the absence of undercut, multiple initiation oc-
curs from the weld toe, and this required much higher stress
ranges. If these preferential crack initiation sites are removed by
post-weld mechanical dressing, the crack initiation site is re-
moved from the weld toe to the weld root with a corresponding
increase in the fatigue strength. However, initiation can occur
from the weld toe if defects remain there after the grinding or
peening, indicating that some care is needed for the successful
implementation of these improvement techniques. On the other
hand, initiation can occur from the flame cut edge of the main
load bearing plate, remote from the dressed welds.

Heat-tinting and beachmarking techniques were used to lo-
cate the successive positions of the crack front during propaga-
tion. It was shown that the shape of the cracks developed in the
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as-welded specimens is subject to some variability due to the
different initiating defect shapes. Horvever, the cracks tended to
the semi-elliptical equilibrium shape expected for this geometry
and loading arrangement. In the ground and peened specimens,
on the other hand, multiple crack propagation occurs and this
particular growth pattern \\'as established by stopping selected
specimens at different stages after initiation had occurred.

Both the potential drop and the compliance methods were
evaluated for use as crack monitoring techniques. However, it
was necessary to mark the crack front during propagation in
order to calibrate these methods. and this affected the correla-
tion between specimen compliance and crack depth. The poten-
tial drop technique is inherentlv inaccurate lor this specimen
geometry, especially durin-s the initial -erowth stages. Thus, it
was not possible to use the potential drop. or the compliance
method to evaluate crack gro\\ th rates and crack tip stress in-
tensities continuously during testrng.

However, the results from the beach-rnarked specimens indi-
cated that the cyclic stress intensitl at the crack tip (at the deep-

est point of the crack front) ranged betu'een 5 and 30 MPav'm,
depending on the crack depth and applied stress level, and this
corresponded to rates of change of crack depth of between
3 x l0-'u and 7 x l0-e micycle.

Finally, it was shown that the rate of change of crack length
was an order of magnitude faster than the rate of change of
crack depth; this is consistent u ith the semi-elliptical equili-
brium crack shape.
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